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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Recognising the role of the close collaboration among the marine training organisations and
marine industry’ representatives in supplying competent workforce which meet the labour
market expectations, the main objective of the Blue Career Fair event was bringing together all
three parts in a way that would be mutually beneficial for everybody. Employers, trainers and
future employees participated in this event promoting the professional networking and
enhancing active communication.
The Blue Career Fair was organised by Constanta Maritime University, Romania, within the
MENTOR project “Blue Career Centre of Eastern Mediterranean and Black Sea”, co-funded by
European Union.
This report outlines the results of planning and running of the Blue Career Fair event that took
place on the 27th of October, 2017 in Constanta, Romania, at the premises of Constanta Maritime
University.
Before the event, Constanta Maritime University team conducted preparatory activities as stated
in the first chapter of the report. The staff selected the most relevant marine stakeholders for
the purpose of the Blue Career Fair and promoted the event in such a way as to ensure proper
visibility and to maximize participation.
The second chapter of the report is dedicated for the statistics of participants’ distribution and
presentation of the key section of the day. The content of the introductory speeches, summary
of the debates on marine career topics, and details of the exhibitors’ fair are revealed on this
part.
The third chapter is designed for assessment of the effectiveness of the event following the
organization and dissemination activities. The dimension of the impact and the feedback
collected throughout the day are analysed and summarised to provide the measure of the Blue
Career Fair effectiveness.
The key findings covering the opinion of different categories of marine stakeholders are analysed
and the conclusions were formulated to facilitate the future communication among prospective
employees and representatives of marine related sectors: maritime transport, cruise tourism,
marine aquaculture and offshore oil and gas.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Objective
The main objective of the activity “Blue Career Fair” was to bring together professionals and
employers in a way that will be mutually beneficial for both parties. Therefore, the professionals
benefited from coming in direct contact with potential future employers that exposed them to
actual professional opportunities. The benefit of the employers was twofold: 1) direct relay of
their needs to the available workforce, and 2) direct assessment of the skill level of a sample of
the available workforce.
The first Blue Career Fair organised by Constanta Maritime University (CMU) in Romania aimed
at promoting professional networking and creating premises for professional mobility between
marine sectors: maritime transport, cruise tourism, marine aquaculture and offshore oil and gas
by expanding professional exposure.
The report is created to provide feedback for the Blue Career Centre Secretariat that might be
used to improve on the career guidance and mobility frameworks.

1.2. Preparatory activities
The Blue Career Fair took place on the 27th of October 2017 at Constanta Maritime University
headquarter and accommodated marine professionals from various marine economic sectors.

Constanta Maritime University headquarter
The marine stakeholders have been identified from the database of professional companies,
regional high schools and collaborators of the CMU. They were selected as appropriate to provide
valuable input for the purpose of the event.
The event has been advertised more than one month before to allow for preparedness. It was
promoted through various communication channels: local newspapers, radio channels, CMU
website, Facebook, written invitation, face to face meetings and by phone. The invitations were
sent to stakeholders on the 11th of October, with the aim of the event included. On the 23rd of
October CMU sent practical information to marine stakeholders: agenda, venue, and contact
details. This approach allowed them to prepare and actively participate during the event.
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In order to arrange for exhibitors’ fair, the confirmation of participation from the marine
institutions was requested. Based on the confirmations received the CMU provided proper
facilities.

1.3. Format of the day
The day was divided into two sections separated by one-hour lunch break. The first part of the
day was dedicated to the presentation of the project purpose and informational speeches
followed by extended debates between employers, future employees (school learners, students
and graduates) and local authorities, on the stakeholders’ expectations on marine field. The
second part provided opportunities for networking and discussions with employers, being
organized as an exhibitors’ fair.

2. PRESENTATION OF THE EVENT
2.1. Participants distribution
On the day of the career fair, the registration was started at 9.30 in the morning. Registration
desk was placed near the entrance and 6 staff members were there to facilitate the entire
process.

Registration desk
Around 200 participants responded to our invitation to reveal the possible ways of development
of the marine careers.

Blue Career Fair in the Auditorium of Constanta Maritime University
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The event gathered together representatives of various marine economic sectors: crewing agents
(10), port operators/logistic (6), cruise tourism/ travel agencies (3), marine aquaculture
institutions (2), offshore oil & gas (2), representatives of public finances administration (1),
territorial labor inspectorate Constanta (1) and mass media (3). The distribution structure of
participants is emphasized in the below figure.
Maritime transport - Crewing Agents
Port Operators / Logistics
Cruise tourism - Travel agencies
Marine aquaculture
Offshore oil & gas
Public finances administration
Mass media

Distribution of participants from marine economic sectors
About 170 future employees from universities and high schools participated in the event. A
number of 86 young people (15-18 years old) participated from different high-schools: Energy
Technical College, Carol the 1st College and G.E. Palade High school as per the below figure.
Constanta Maritime University
Mircea cel Bătrân Naval Academy
High school - Energy Technical
College
High school - Carol I College
High school - G.E. Palade High school

Distribution of high school participants

2.2. Informational speeches
The event was opened by the chairman Prof.
Dr. Costel Stanca, the Dean of the Faculty of
Navigation and Naval Transport and the lead
partner for the MENTOR project from the
CMU side, who then guided the whole day.
He presented the goal of the project,
summarized the main activities and the
expected results and emphasised the support
received from the European Union, under the
EASME project MENTOR, Grant Agreement—
EASME/EMFF /2016/1.2.1.2/06/SI2.749365MENTOR.
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Prof Dr Eliodor Constantinescu,
Vice-Rector for Academic Activities

Alexandru Mădălin Crăciun, Commercial
Director at Maritime Ports Administration
shown the large number of port users giving
the opportuny to be employed in the blue
economy. He highlited the potential of
development for maritime industry in the next
future.

Prof. Dr. Kristofor Lapa, invited speaker
University “Ismail Qemali” of Vlora, Albania
Laurențiu Lazar, General Director at Barklav
Manning Services, delivered a speech on
behalf of the Association of Romanian
Crewing Agencies. He noticed the high
interest shown by both employers and
prospective employees in the event and
highlighted the fact that young students and
high school learners interested in pursuing a
maritime career should keep in permanent
touch with the ever-changing marine industry,
especially in times of worldwide economic
challenges.
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Prof Dr Eliodor Constantinescu, the ViceRector for Academic Activities highlighted the
objective of CMU to prepare competitive
employees for marine sectors and
encouraged the organisation of this type of
event that brings together employers and
future employees.

Alexandru Mădălin Crăciun
Commercial Director, Maritime Ports
Administration
Prof Dr Kristofor Lapa, invited speaker from
University “Ismail Qemali” of Vlora, Albania
and collaborator of the host institution,
presented the endeavours of his university to
harmonize the maritime education with the
international standards. He also brought
forward his intention to multiply this type of
event within his university.

Laurențiu Lazar
General Director, Barklav Manning Services
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Elena Ionașcu,
President of the CMU Students League

Elena Ionașcu, third year student at Faculty of
Navigation and Naval Transport and the
President of the Students Union expresses, on
behalf of the organization, their gratitude for
being part of such event. She highlighted the
great opportunity for students to be in
contact with employers and to be aware of
the marine labour market needs.

2.3. Plenary debates
Following the introductory speeches, debates focused on the business expectations, employers
needs and future opportunities for working in marine related sectors: maritime transport, cruise
tourism, marine aquaculture and offshore oil and gas.
Representatives of invited institutions and staff members from Faculty of Navigation and Naval
Transport answered various questions and highlighted the demand for new specific jobs in
marine sectors.

Andreea Nistor, Director
General, Traba Logistics
Romania S.R.L.

Gabriel Herman, Crew Office,
Seatrans Ship Management

Mihaela Becque, Director at
Global Shipping & Tourist

Cătălin Novac, TRC,
CMA Ships

Cristian Banciu, Marine Pilot,
Black Sea Services

Assoc Prof Dr Nicoleta Acomi,
Vice-Dean of the Faculty of
Navigation, CMU
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Laurențiu Lazar
General Director, Barklav
Manning Services

Alexandru Crăciun,
Prof Dr Costel Stanca,
Commercial Director,
Dean of the Faculty of
Maritime Ports
Navigation, CMU
Administration
The interactive regime of the debates session resulted in a lot of suggestions and comments,
which was highly appreciated by the participants.
Topic 1. What do crewing companies expect from the future employees?
The representatives of the crewing companies said that they are expecting seriousness from the
students applying for a job in their company, which can be easily observed on first sight when
they come for the final interview by the way they are presenting themselves. Also, the companies
are expecting that the students will pass their initial tests and thus proving that they have
assimilated the necessary knowledge taught in the university years.
Topic 2. Which are the criteria for recruiting future employees?
When answering this question, the representatives of the company were divided in two: some
of them said that they are interested in the psychological profile of the candidates as they need
to know if the candidates will perform correctly onboard due to the restrictive and tiring
conditions; the other representatives said that they are choosing their candidates based mostly
on the results of the tests where they receive information about the specialty knowledge
accumulated during the university years but they also do not ignore the psychological profile.
Topic 3. What other job options do CMU’s students have except going and working onboard
merchant ships?
The answers received from industry representatives promoted once again the project purpose
and the marine related sectors: maritime transport, cruise tourism, marine aquaculture and
offshore oil and gas. They summarise few job options for the graduates that do not wish to work
for the worldwide merchant fleet, such as jobs: on tugs in Constanta Port, as pilots for different
companies, for crewing agencies, in marine aquaculture sector, or in cruise tourism.
Topic 4. Why crewing companies do not take all the CMU students onboard the ships for
performing their cadetship period and why the shipping companies prefer other nationalities for
employment?
Answer: The participants answered that the main reason for not taking all the CMU students
onboard the ships to perform their cadetship period is that we are living in a competitive world
where only the best have the chance to develop a career and that’s why they are selected based
on the results of the tests. They admitted that there is an international trend in which the
shipping companies, due to the world economic conditions, have to cut costs from wherever they
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can and that means that they would rather pay less for wages for Asian nationalities that work
onboard the ships because it is well known that Europeans are more expensive.
The high-school learners and students in the audience were active and asked several questions
to make their marine career sustainable (photos below).

Topic 5. What should the apprentices expect when they go for the first time onboard ship?
Answer: The representatives of the companies said the first impact with a ship is very hard for
anybody and the people going onboard should have the capability of adapting very fast to
unknown conditions. It is a fast change of conditions and everything is different from what they
know from home: the food is different, the water is different, there is no unlimited internet, they
have to get used to working all day and afterwards going in their cabin for rest, they have to get
used to not talking to their families for a long period of time.
Topic 6. What is the job of an apprentice in marine related sectors?
Answer: First of all, they have to understand that there is a job description that they sign in the
same time with their employment contract and this job description is the one telling them what
are their duties. They also have to understand that there is a certain chain of command that they
should follow and respect. All the representatives of the crewing companies admitted and agreed
that an apprentice should perform their duties while caring of soft skills development, because
this is the only way that they will fully understand what their job consists of.
The participants benefited from advices in the
area of the in-force legislation on the labour
market provided by Tiberiu Pleșu, Deputy
Chief Inspector at the Territorial Labor
Inspectorate Constanta. Therefore, the
participants were made aquinted of their
rights and responsibilities when performing
ashore jobs in marine related sectors.
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The debates session has been concluded by
the chairman of the event who plenary thanks
institutions that contributed to the Blue
Career Fair and invited everybody to join the
Exhibitors fair section.
Prof Dr Costel Stanca, Chairman and
Dean of the Faculty of Navigation
The lunch break separated the two parts of
the Blue Career Fair event and facilitated the
communication and the opinions exchange
between participants.
Self-service lunch break

2.4. Exhibitors’ fair
During the second part of the Blue Career Fair a number of six institutions form Constanta
presented their activities and expressed their interest in young employees. The job offers were
communicated within the exhibitors’ fair section. On this occasion, the future employees get in
direct contact with employers benefiting from this great opportunity for networking and for
having conversation on a professional level.

Chimpex SA is the market leader in port
operations in Constanța since 1971. Their
success derives from being a customerfocused company, always identifying logistic
solutions suitable for clients’ needs.
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Global Shipping & Tourist is a comprehensive
supplier of tourist and shipping services. The
management programs include technical
services,
hotel
operations,
crewing,
entertainment, food & beverage and a wide
range of ancillary services.

Black Sea Services is one of the main
companies in Constanta providing towage,
mooring services and related services for all
ships calling for Romanian Black Sea Ports.

Horizon Infinity Jobs is an international service
provider for the most modern General Cargo
ships on Europe's waterways. The entire staff
is all the time to employees’ complete
disposal in order to provide best services and
to fulfil with promptness & efficiency
professional queries.

Columbia Shipmanagement Constanta is part
of COLUMBIA Shipmanagement Ltd. the
world-class ship management company
focused on providing clients with the highest
quality professional management services.
With over 30 years of experience, COLUMBIA
has developed a reputation that their services
always exceeded our clients´ expectations.

3. ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE EVENT
3.1. Impact of the event
To impact on various categories of stakeholders, CMU planned and conducted an ample
campaign of increasing awareness. Through media channels, press releases and written
invitations the CMU team promoted the event and gathered together participants from different
sectors having in common the willingness of developing a blue career.
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The participants were able to appreciate the event through face to face discussions initiated by
the CMU staff members. For assessing the effectiveness of the event, they were asked to respond
questions about the format and the advantages of taking part to this event.
Most of the respondents considered that the event was a successful one and they expressed their
desire to participate in many other career fairs.
High-school learners and students highly appreciated the input form the companies, being aware
of their expectations and being able to better prepare for an interview. They were also pleased
with the overall layout of the event.
The companies’ representatives emphasised that the event was a great opportunity for
everyone. They highlighted that if we maintain close collaboration between education and labour
market, we as training institutions, will be more effective in adapting the teaching curricula and
educational offer to marine sectors’ needs.
Part of the industry representatives pointed out that if the future employees will benefit of career
guidance, they would better focus on the development of their blue career path.
When asked about how did they hear about the organization of the event the answers were
diverse. The students mostly agreed that the Facebook, institutional website and their colleagues
were the main drivers. The high-school learners specified that the staff member verbally
presented the event and the advantages of taking part in. The marine professionals, cadets and
officers, mainly heard about the event via radio channel. The companies responded to invitation
letters doubled by phone call from the Dean of the Faculty of Navigation and Naval Transport.
The posters, roll-up and the flyers distributed were considered useful and appreciated by
participants as providing an overview of the purpose of the project, the activities and the
expected outcomes.

Prof Dr Costel Stanca, Chairman and
Dean of the Faculty of Navigation and
Naval Transport talking about the Blue
Career Fair event with the mass media
representatives from Radio Constanta,
Neptun TV and Cuget liber.

News about the event were presented online through several press releases (links in references
section): Telegraf, Mesager de Constanta, Edu Manager, Replica online, Reporter TV, Constanta
Press and Cuget liber, before and after the day of Blue Career Fair.

3.2. Follow up
To express the thanks for participation to the event Constanta Maritime University had a great
pleasure in awarding Certificates of appreciation. These were awarded in recognition of the
services to the academic community and in appreciation of the contribution to the event: Blue
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Career Fair, co-funded by the European Union under EASME project MENTOR, Grant
Agreement—EASME/EMFF/2016/1.2.1.2/06/SI2.749365-MENTOR.
Prof Dr Costel Stanca, Chairman and Dean of
the Faculty of Navigation and Naval Transport
(right side) awarding the Certificate of
appreciation to Prof Dr Kristofor Lapa, invited
speaker from University “Ismail Qemali” of
Vlora, Albania (left side).
The certificates of appreciation endorsed by Prof Dr Cornel Panait, Rector of Constanta Maritime
University were presented to representatives of all institutions that through their active
involvement added value to our career fair and created premises for future collaboration.

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The Blue Career Fair brought together more than 200 participants. Their distribution showed
equal interest of the high-school learners and students which might be a measure of awareness
of career guidance needs.
We consider that promotion of the event was effective in time and visibility, providing
stakeholders appropriate time for preparation and maximizing participation.
The informational speeches on the latest development of the marine sectors were highly
appreciated and were followed by debates between the key players of the industry and the
future employees.
Discussions at professional level between employers and future employees were encouraged and
made possible within the format of the day with exhibitors’ fair section. To facilitate continuous
communication with the prospective employers the contact information of marine professionals
were gathered.
The collected feedback from participants and the analysis of the results show that overall, both
parts companies and future employees were satisfied with the career fair organised by Constanta
Maritime University.
Considering the information disseminated and the extended number of media channels that
wrote about the Blue Career Fair we appreciate that the event impacted on more than the 200
participants actively involved during the day.
We as training institution believe that now, with the actual trend of the marine labour market,
more than ever, our responsibility is beyond giving the best education and training. We take the
responsibility to provide guidance and to support the future employees in making the right
decision for starting their blue career.
As organisers, we would like to take this opportunity the express our gratitude to companies and
participants for making the event a successful one. Special thanks to the MENTOR team for
supporting us throughout the event.
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Annex I Agenda of the event

Târgul de Cariere
Data 27.10.2017

Locație – Universitatea Maritimă din Constanța
Str. Mircea cel Bătrân nr. 104, Constanța, România
AULĂ – ETAJ I
Agenda
Ora

DESCRIERE

09:30 - 10:00

Primirea și înregistrarea participanților
Pauză de cafea

10:00. - 11:00

Cuvânt de deschidere
Coordonator Proiect MENTOR – Decan, Prof. univ. dr. ing. Costel Stanca
Rector UMC - Prof. univ. dr. ing. Cornel Panait
Administrația Porturilor Constanța – Director Comercial Alexandru
Mădălin Crăciun
University of Vlora, Albania – Prof. univ. dr. Kristofor Lapa
Asociația Agențiilor de Crewing din România – Vicepreședinte Valeriu
Raicu
Liga Studenților UMC – Elena Ionașcu

11:00 - 12:30

Dezbatere între angajatori, autorități și elevi/studenți cu privire la
așteptările, provocările și oportunitățile de viitor în domeniul maritim
și în domeniile conexe
Tematica propusă:
1. Este pregătită școala românească să formeze competențe pentru
viitorii specialiști din domeniul maritim și al celor conexe?
2. Este angajată industria în sprijinirea formării de competențe practice
la absolvenți?
3. Sunt absolvenții determinați să răspundă provocărilor de la locurile
de muncă din viitor?

12:30 – 13.00

Prânz

Co-funded by the European Union,
under
the
EASME
project
MENTOR,
Grant
Agreement:
EASME/EMFF/2016
/1.2.1.2/06/SI2.749365-MENTOR.

13:00 - 15:00

Vizită standuri expozanți și discuții cu posibilii angajatori

Annex II Poster for announcement of the event

Constanta Maritime University
organizes the event Blue Career Fair
27 October 2017

We encourage you to attend this annual event and
to network with high school learners, students,
graduates, recruiters, local national and international
stakeholders involved in the blue economy.
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Annex IV List of presenters
10.00-10.10

Prof Dr Costel Stanca, Dean of the Faculty of Navigation and Naval Transport, Project
Coordinator from CMU partner side

10.10-10.20

Prof Dr Eliodor Constantinescu, Vice-Rector for Academic Activities, Constanta
Maritime University

10.20-10.30

Alexandru Mădălin Crăciun, Commercial Director at Maritime Ports Administration

10.30-10.40

Prof Dr Kristofor Lapa, invited speaker from University “Ismail Qemali” of Vlora,
Albania

10.40-10.50

Laurențiu Lazar, General Director at Barklav Manning Services, on behalf of the
Association of Romanian Crewing Agencies

10.50-11.00

Elena Ionașcu, student at Faculty of Navigation and Naval Transport, President of the
Students Union

Annex V List of exhibitors
Chimpex SA
Web: http://www.chimpex.ro/
Address: Incinta Port Dana 54 Constanta 900900, CP 1112;
Phone: +40 241 603 536
Fax: +40 241 603 030
E-mail: office@chimpex.ro
CMA Ships ROMANIA
Web: www.cmaships.ro/
Address: Str. Alexandr S. Pușkin 13, Constanța 900178
Phone: +40 241 610 788
Fax: +40 241 610 779
Email: cnz.application@cmaships.com
Global Shipping & Tourist
Web: http://www.globalmaritimegroup.com
Address: Str. Mihail Kogalniceanu Nr.14, Constanta
Phone: +40 241 543 484
Fax: +40 241 543 450
Email: global.romania@globalmaritimegroup.com
Black Sea Services
Web: http://www.blackseaservices.ro/
Address: Romtrans Building 2-4 Constanta Harbor Pier 15
Phone: +40 241 697 556
Fax: +40 241 697 555
Email: info@blackseaservices.ro
Horizon Infinity Jobs
Web: http://www.h-i-jobs.com
Address: Str. Traian, nr. 68A (GMB), 3rd floor, Constanța 900716
Phone: +40 724 582 881
Fax: Email: office@h-i-jobs.com
Columbia Shipmanagement Constanta
Web: http://www.columbia-shipmanagement.com/
Address: 158 Mamaia Str, Constanța 900575
Phone: +40 723 271 408
Fax: +40 372 879 621
Email: adina.camarasu@csmrom.com

